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Make	Pop	Up	Cards	the
Easy	Way

super sweet pop up card that's a breeze to make! Use it for an anniversary or friend card
that's sure to bring a smile!

Supplies	needed:

Over The Moon Cling Stamp
Set

[149331 ]

$27.00

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink
Pad

[132708 ]

$8.25

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11"
Thick Cardstock

[140272 ]

$11.25

Soft Suede Stampin' Blends
Markers Combo Pack

[147273 ]

$12.00

Flirty Flamingo Stampin'
Blends Markers Combo Pack

[147278 ]

$12.00

Old Olive Stampin' Blends
Markers Combo Pack

[144597 ]

$12.00

Smoky Slate Stampin' Blends
Markers Combo Pack

[145058 ]

$12.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter
Brush

[141897 ]

$11.00

Crumb Cake Stampin' Blends
Markers Combo Pack

[144601 ]

$12.00

Delightful Tag Topper Punch
[149518 ]

$31.00

Gray Granite 1/2" (1.3 Cm)
Textured Weave Ribbon

[147656 ]

$10.25

Soft Suede 8-1/2" X 11"
Cardstock
[115318 ]

$12.00

Pressed Petals Specialty
Designer Series Paper

[149500 ]

$20.00

Paper Snips
[103579 ]

$13.50

Stampin' Dimensionals
[104430 ]

$5.50
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Snail Adhesive
[104332 ]

$9.50

Project	Recipe:

1. Cuttin' It Up!

* Soft Suede cardstock - 4 1/4" x 11, scored at 5 1/2" 
* Pressed Petals DSP (linen) 3 3/4" x 10 1/2" 
* Thick Whisper White - 1 piece 1 15/16" x 4 1/4", 1 piece 2" x 3" and 1 piece 3/4" x 3", 1 small scrap 
* Granite ribbon - about 5"

2. Let's Make It!

Inside Pop Up Portion

Fold linen DSP in half (at 5 1/2"). Since this paper is a little lighter you do not need to score it. With fold at the top, cut
two slits about 1/2" apart and 1/2" long a little to the left of centre. Lift up gently and fold this tab down as shown in the
photo.

3. Open your folded linen DSP so the fold is a valley fold. Then gently pull the tab towards you so the little fold creates a
mountain fold. See photo.

4. Close the Linen DSP so the linen side is on the inside and the tab is hidden. Apply SNAIL (note I have used Tear and
Tape in the photo so you can see where I placed the adhesive but you do not need its strength here - if you are using a
heavier weight paper, it might be useful to use a stronger adhesive) to ONE side only. Adhere to top of card.

Apply SNAIL on the other side and FOLD UP THE soft suede side to cover the adhesive.

5. Stamping your cows and greetings:

Stamp flower cow onto 2" x 3" piece of Whisper White with Memento ink. Refer to photo and colour with Soft Suede,
Flirty Flamingo and Old Olive combo Blends. Add Crumb Cake combo blends to tuft of fur on head.

Fussy cut cow using small sharp scissors.
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6. Stamp greeting on small strip of Whisper White also in Memento ink. Notch right end with scissors. Add SNAIL to
back of cow's head and attach greeting behind. Trim any excess that might be extending to the left.

TIP: Also make sure your greeting will not extend beyond the card's right side before you adhere it.

7. Stamp lying down cow on strip of White cardstock to right hand side.

Stamp words to left of cow TIP: use your Stamparatus for perfect placement.

Punch left end to create a tag and tie Granite ribbon through hole and knot. Position onto folded suede card for
placement. Then stamp thinking bubble above and to left.

Colour with Soft Suede, Crumb Cake, Flirty Flamingo for the ears and Smoky Slate for the bell.

8. Stamp thinking bubble a second time onto scrap of Whisper White. Colour with Flirty Flamingo combo Blends and cut
out. TIP: Cut out right on the black line so no white edge shows. BIGGER TIP: if you have a small amount of white, use
a Stampin' Write Basic Black marker to colour.

Glue heart directly over top of heart in bubble on card front.

9. Puttin' It All Together!

Open card and ensure tab is poking out. Apply glue to the front of the tab to adhere your cow. TIP: Make sure the cow's
feet are BARELY touching the "floor" of the card or you will have folded feet once you close it!

10. Add front tag to right bottom of card with dimensionals.

Apply Wink of Stella on bell and heart and on inside on the flower.


